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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [4], Manz studied solvable groups in which the degree 
of every irreducible complex character is a prime power. Manz showed that 
in this case, at most two different primes can occur and then, with con- 
siderably more work, he went on to show that if two primes do occur, then 
the derived length of the group is bounded. The easier part of Manz’s 
theorem suggests the question (posed to the author by B. Huppert) of 
whether or not the total number of primes dividing the various degrees of 
the irreducible characters of a solvable group is bounded in terms of the 
maximal number of different primes dividing any one irreducible character 
degree. The purpose of this paper is to give an afhrmative answer to Hup- 
pert’s question: a bound does exist. 
If x E Irr(G), we write p(x) to denote the set of prime divisors of x( 1) and 
we define s(G) =max {I&) II XE Irr(G)}. The groups studied by Manz, 
therefore, are those for which s(G) = 1. We further define p(G) = 
U {p(x) 1 ~~1rr(G)}. Thus Ip( ~2 if G is solvable and s(G) = 1: 
THEOREM. Let G be solvable with s(G) = s. Then 
Ip( < 32‘. 
There is no evidence available which suggests that the “correct” bound 
really is exponential. By taking direct products of groups with s(G) = 1, one 
can construct groups with /p(G)1 d 2s(G) and the author is not aware of 
any example where this linear bound does not hold. In particular, when 
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s(G) = 2, our techniques can be refined to yield [p(G)1 < 5 but we have not 
settled whether or not it is possible for Ip( = 5 in this case. 
2. CHARACTER ORBIT SIZES 
Let H be abelian and act faithfully on the solvable group G with 
(IHI, ICI) = 1. It is crucial for our purposes to be able to prove in this 
situation that some x E Irr(G) lies in an H-orbit whose size is divisible by a 
number of different primes not too small when compared with the total 
number of prime divisors of IHI. 
To make this precise, we shall define an invariant a(G) which describes 
the worst case for each G. First, let H be as above and let m denote the 
maximum of the numbers of prime divisors of the sizes of the H-orbits on 
Irr(G). Writing n(H) to denote the set of prime divisors of I HI, define 
4G W = b(H)l/m. 
This is, of course, undefined if H = 1 in which case m = 0 = Irr( H)(, and so 
we define a(G, 1) = 0. If H > 1, then necessarily m > 0, but it is convenient 
to defer proving this and so we shall temporarily allow the value 
a(G, H) = cc. We now define a(G) = maxH u(G, H) where H runs over all 
abelian groups which act faithfully on G with (ICI, I HI ) = 1. Since there are 
essentially just finitely many such H, the invariant u(G) is well defined. 
Note that a( 1) = 0 and if G > 1 is acted on faithfully by an abelian group H 
of coprime order, then there exists x E Irr(G) with H-orbit size divisible by 
at least (l/u(G))ln(H)( different primes. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let G he solvable. Then 
u(G) < 2’“‘“” - 1. 
It is the exponential nature of the bound in 2.1 which is responsible for 
the exponential bound in our main theorem. In fact, we know no example 
where u(G) > 2. If it could be proved that no such example exists, then the 
techniques of this paper would yield a quadratic bound for Ip( in terms 
of s(G).* 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let H be ubeliun and act faithfully on an ubeliun group A 
with (IHI, IA\)= 1. Then there exists UEA with C,(u)= 1 
In fact, Lemma 2.2 would remain true without the assumption that A is 
abelian. Since we need only the case stated, that is all we will prove. 
Proof qf Lemma 2.2. Use induction on I Al. If A = A, + A2 where each 
* Note udded in prooJ: D. Cluck has recently established a constant upper bound for a(G) 
and so a quadratic bound for /p(C)1 does hold. 
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Ai is proper and admits H, the inductive hypothesis yields U;E Ai with 
C,(a,)=C,(A;). The result then follows by taking u=u, + u2. 
We may therefore assume that A is a p-group and since H acts faithfully 
on Q,(A), we are done unless A is elementary abelian and is a simple Z,, H- 
module by Maschke’s Theorem. Since C,(h) is a submodule for every 
h E H, we have C,(h) = 1 for h # 1 and it follows for every a E A with u # 1 
that C,(u)= 1. 1 
(2.3) COROLLARY. Zf G is nilpotent, then u(G) < 1. 
Proof Suppose H is abelian and acts faithfully on G and (ICI, 1 HI ) = 1. 
We must show that u(G, H) 6 1 and so it suffices to find x E Irr(G) with 
H-orbit size divisible by every prime in x(H). 
Now H acts faithfully on G/q+(G) and since G is nilpotent, this group 
is abelian. Let A be the group of linear characters of G/&G) so that H 
acts faithfully on A z Irr(G). By Lemma 2.2, there exists 3, E A in a regular 
H-orbit. 1 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let N he characteristic in G. Then 
a(G) d u(N) + u(G/N). 
Proof. Suppose H is abelian and acts faithfully on G and (ICI, 1 HI ) = 1. 
Write rc = rc( H) as the disjoint union rc = p u v where p = (p E rr 1 H,, acts 
trivially on G/N). (Here, H, denotes the Sylow p-subgroup of H. We shall 
also write H, and H,, to denote the Hall p-subgroup and v-subgroup of H, 
respectively.) 
Let m denote the maximum number of primes dividing the size of any H- 
orbit on It-r(G) so that u(G, H) = 1 I/ ‘I  m with the understanding that 
u(G, H) E (0, cc } if m = 0. To prove the result, we must show that 
u(G, H) < u(N) + u(G/N). This automatically holds if either of a(N) or 
u(G/N) is infinite and so we assume both are finite. Our object, then, is to 
show 
m(u(N) + a(G/N)) 3 1x1. 
Now H, acts trivially on G/N and hence acts faithfully on N (using 
coprimeness). Let BcIrr(N) lie in an HP-orbit with size divisible by the 
maximum possible number k of primes. Then 
and 
4N) 3 4N HJ = IPIP 
WN) 3 IPI. 
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Choose <E Irr(Gl0) and let T be the stabilizer in H, of 5. Since 
(ITI, IG/NI) = 1, it follows that T fixes some irreducible constituent of l,. 
(See. e. g., Theorem 13.27 of [3].) Thus T fixes 0” for some g E G and since 
[G, T] E [G, Hp] EN, it follows that T fixes 19. Therefore, the HP-orbit size 
of 8 divides that of i” and the H-orbit size of l is thus divisible by at least k 
primes and so k d m. 
Now let 
C = C,,(GIN) 
and write H,, = H,,/C so that H, acts faithfully on G/N. Note that rr(H,,) = v 
since for qE v, a Sylow q-subgroup of H,, cannot centralize G/N by the 
definitions of p and v. Let ye E Irr(G/N) lie in an R,,-orbit with size divisible 
by the maximum possible number I of primes. Then 
la(G/N) 2 Iv1 
and since the size of the H-orbit of r~ is divisible by at least I primes, we 
have l<m. 
We now have 
m(a(N) + a(G/N)) 3 h(N) + la(G/N) >, IpI + Iv1 = 1~1 
as desired. 1 
Combining Corollary 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 we obtain 
(2.5) COROLLARY. If G is solvable, then a(G) does not exceed the Fitting 
length of G. In particulur, a(G) < 00. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we appeal to the following result. 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Let G be solvable with P E Syl,(G) and lf ICI is even, 
assume p = 2. Let N = NJ P). Then there exists a canonical injective map 
fl: Irr( N/P’) + Irr(G). 
In particular, if H acts on G and normalizes P, then the stabilizers in H of 0 
and 8” are equal for each 8 E Irr(N/P’). 
ProoJ: Note that Irr( N/P’) is precisely the set of 0 E Irr( N) with p [ t3( 1). 
Theorem 10.9 of [2] produces a bijection from this set onto the set of 
x E Irr(G) with p [ x( 1). Because the bijection in this case of the McKay 
conjecture is constructed independently of any arbitrary choices, the map is 
canonical and the last statement follows. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let n = Irr(G)I and work by induction on n to 
prove that a(G) 6 2” - 1. If n = 0, then G = 1 and a(G) = 0 so that our 
induction is initialized. 
Suppose now n > 0 and choose p E X(G). If 2 E rc(G), take p = 2. First, we 
consider the case where O,.(G) = 1 and in this situation we prove the 
stronger inequality a(G) d 2” ‘. To do this, we need to control a(G, H) 
whenever H is abelian, acts faithfully on G and satisfies (/HI, ICI ) = 1. 
Given such an H, choose H-invariant PE Syl,(G) and note that P 2 F(G) 
since O,.(G) = 1. Since F(G) 2 C,( F(G)), we conclude using coprimeness 
that H acts faithfully on F(G) and hence on P. Again by coprimeness, H is 
faithful on P/&P) and therefore is faithful on N/P’ where N= NJ P). 
Now a(N/P’) < a(N/P) + a( P/P’) by Lemma 2.4, and a( P/P’) < 1 by 
Corollary 2.3. Since p $ n(N/P), we have ln(N/P)I 6 n - 1 and the inductive 
hypothesis applies to yield a(N/P) < 2” ’ - 1. It follows that 
a( N/P’) < 2” ’ and so u(N/P’, H) < 2” ’ and there exists $ E Irr(N/P’) 
with H-orbit size divisible by at least (l/2” ‘). In(H)/ different primes. 
Let x = $” where fi is the map of Proposition 2.6. Then the H-orbit size 
of x is equal to that of II/ and hence u(G, H) < 2” ‘. Since this holds for all 
appropriate H, we have u(G) < 2”- ’ as claimed. 
Next, we consider the general case where we do not assume O,.(G) = 1. 
Write M= O,,.(G) and note that u(G) 6 u(M) + u(G/M). We have p 4 n(M) 
and so Irr(M)I 6n- 1 and u(M)d2” ’ - 1 by the inductive hypothesis. 
Also, a( G/M) d 2” ’ by the previous case since O,.(G/M) = 1. These 
inequalities yield u(G) 6 (2” ’ - 1) + 2” ’ = 2” - 1. 1 
3. THE (s, o)-CONDITION 
To prove our result bounding Ip( in terms of s(G) for solvable G, we 
need to sharpen the condition “s(G) < s” for integers s. To do this, we make 
the following: 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Let s 3 0 be an integer and let u be a set of prime 
numbers. A group G satisfies the (s, a)-condition provided 
for every x E Irr(G). 
If(X)-aI Gs- b (*I 
Observe that if G satisfies the (s, o)-condition, then necessarily 1~1 6 s 
since otherwise (*) would fail for every XE Irr(G). Also, if U= 0, then G 
satisfies the (s, a)-condition iff s(G) <s. At the opposite extreme, if 101 = s, 
then (*) asserts that p(x) c g and so in this case, the (s, cr)-condition 
implies that p(G) s 0. 
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Our strategy for bounding lp(G( given that s(G) = s will be to construct 
a chain of subgroups 
G=G,zG,z ... zG, 
such that G, satisfies the (s, a)-condition for some set C, with /cJ,~ = i. We 
will control the sets p(G,) - p(G, + ,) and since p(G,) c u,, this will give con- 
trol of p(G). 
We need an easy lemma. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let G satisfy the (s,a)-condition and suppose N 4CY G. 
Then N satisfies the (.~,a)-condition. 
Proof. Given BEIrr(N), choose XEIrr(GIB). Then f3(1) divides x(1) 
and so p(0)cp(x). We have 
IP(e) - a/ d Idx) - al 6s - I al 
as required. 1 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section, we prove the following result. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let G he solvable and satkfy the (s, a)-condition with 
Ial < s. Then there exists N UU G such that 
(a) Ip(G)-p(N)-a/ <2’O’(s- Ial) and 
(b) N satisfies the (s, z)-condition with ~'30 and /zI = Ia) + 1. 
Before we can prove Theorem 4.1, we state a crucial result. 
(4.2) THEOREM (Generalized GluckkWolf). Let G be solvable and sup- 
pose N 4 G. Let 8 E Irr(N) and ,fix a set 7~ of primes. Assume for every 
XEIrr(GIB) that the integer x(1)/0(1) 1s not divisible by any prime in 7~. 
Then a Hall z-subgroup of GIN is abelian. 
Proof: The case of this result where rt consists of just on prime is 
proved in [ 11. At the end of that paper, the authors assert that similar 
methods prove this generalization. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose G is a counterexample with minimum 
possible order. If M a G with G/M abelian, and p is any prime divisor of 
IG/MI, we claim that p satisfies the following three conditions: 
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(1) P#G? 
(2) P 4 P(W, 
(3) PEP(G). 
To see this, let M s G, c G with IG : G,I =p. Then GO is not a coun- 
terexample to the theorem and so there exists N aQ G, satisfying (b) and 
also satisfying (a) with G, replacing G, but not satisfying (a) as originally 
stated. It follows that 
b(G)-&NJ-al > IdGo)-p(N)-al. 
Since GO U G with IG:G,I =p, we have p(G) sp(G,) u {p} and so the 
inequality implies that p E p(G), p $ p(G,,) and p $ O. Conditions (1) and (3) 
are now clear and (2) follows since p(M) s p(G,) because A4 Q G,. 
Suppose N <1 G with G/N abelian. Then p(G) -p(N) c n(G/N). If there 
exists x E Irr(G) such that 
(4) b(GIN)I 6 2’“‘. b(x) n n(GIN)I 
then N will satisfy (a). To see this, note that 
P(X) n dG/N c P(X) - ,J 
by (1) and thus 
b(x) n 4GINI d .y - loI 
by the (s, a)-condition. Combining this with (4) yields 
Ip(G) - p(N)1 < In(G/N)l d 2’“‘. (s - lo/ ) 
and (a) holds, as claimed. 
Suppose G’ is a a-group. We write N = G’ and claim that N satisfies (a). 
Note that G/N is a o’-group by (1) and so N is complemented by an 
abelian group H with (INI, /HI) = 1. Let C= C,(N) so that H = H/C acts 
faithfully on N. Now X(R) = rc(G/N) since otherwise C contains some 
Sylow p-subgroup P of G with p E rc(G/N). Then N c N(P) and since H is 
abelian, we conclude P a G. By Ito’s Theorem (see 6.15 of [3]) it follows 
that p$p(G) and this contradicts (3). 
Now a(N) < 2’“’ - 1 by Theorem 2.1 and it follows that there exists 
8~ Irr(N) with H-orbit size divisible by at least (l/(2’“’ - 1)). l~(H)l 
primes. Since n(R) = 7c(G/N), we see that if x E Irr(G I O), then 
b(x) n 4GIW > (1/2’“’ - 1 )I. I4GIN)I. 
Thus (4) holds and N satisfies (a) as claimed. 
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Since G is a counterexample, N does not satisfy (b) and if we choose any 
prime q $ cr and write r = (T u {q}, then there exists $ ~1rr(N) with 
Ip($)--rl >s-- IrI =s- Irr( - 1. Since N is a o-group, we have p($)co 
and this yields 0 > s - lcr - 1 which contradicts the hypothesis that s > Ig/. 
What remains is the case where G’ is not a o-group. Let K 4 G be 
maximal with the property that (G/K)’ is not a a-group, Let M/K= (G/K)’ 
and note that A4 > K. Now G/K has a unique minimal normal subgroup 
L/K and necessarily, L c M. Also, M/L is a a-group and L/K is a p-group 
for some prime p $0. Let N/M be the Sylow p-subgroup of G/M and write 
t=ov (p) and G=G/K. 
We will show that N satisfies (a). To see this, note that iV is a r-group - - . 
and G/N is a t/-group by (1). Let i7 complement m in G so that t7 is 
abelian and acts on li;i which is of coprime order. If c = C,(M), then c is -- 
the r-complement of Z(MH) and so C char MH a G. Therefore, C a G 
and if c > T, then c I> L. This is not the case, however, since Lb N. It 
follows that c = i and 17 acts faithfully on I@. 
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3 and Theorem 2.1, we have 
- - 
a(@ < a(M/L) + a(L) < (2’“’ - 1) + 1 = 2’“’ 
and so there exists 0~ Irr(A) with A orbit size divisible by at least 
(l/2’“‘). Irr(R)I primes. Since rr( A) = n(G/N), if we choose x E Irr(G I e), we 
have IQ(X) n rr(G/N)I 3 (l/2’“‘). Irc(G/N)l and (4) holds. Therefore, N does 
satisfy (a). 
Because G is a counterexample, N cannot satisfy (b) and hence N fails 
the (s, r)-condition. Therefore, there exists $ F Irr(N) with 
Ip(rc/)-51 >s- 151. 
Since N satisfies the (s, a)-condition, however, we also have 
and since t=(~u {p}, this forces p$p($) and Ip(lC/)--al =s- 101. 
Now let 9 be an irreducible constituent of ijK. Since $( 1)/0( 1) involves 
only primes of n(N/K)s r and does not involve p, we have 
p(B) - (T = p(lc/) - 0. If x E Irr(G 1 t’?), than p(8) E p(x) and hence 
IP(X)-013 lp(w~l= ldlCI)-4 =s- ICI. 
On the other hand, I&) - ~1 d s - J(T\ since G satisfies the (s, o)-condition, 
and this yields p(x) - cr = p(0) - (T. 
We claim that every prime divisor q of I( 1 )/0( 1) lies in rr. Certainly, 
qEn(G/K) since x(1)/0(1) divides IG: KJ. If q#o, then qEp(X)---OCp(O) 
and hence q #p since p I$ p(8). Therefore, q $ z and so q E n(G/N) and hence 
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q$p(N) by (2). However, q E p(0) cp(K) sp(N) and this contradiction 
proves that qE CJ as claimed. Therefore, by the Generalized Gluck-Wolf 
Theorem (4.2), the group G= G/K has an abelian a-complement and hence 
G/C,(L) is a o-group. By (1) this implies that C,(L) = G and so L G Z(n;i) 
and R has a normal p-complement. By the uniqueness of 1, this p-com- 
plement is trivial and L = li;i and hence G is a o’-group. It follows that G is 
abelian and this is our final contradiction since G’ = A 5 i. m 
(4.3) COROLLARY. Let G he solvable with s(G) = s. Then 
Jp(G)<s+ 2 2’(s-i)<s2’. 
I=0 
Proof: Let (TV = Iz, and write Go = G so that Go satisfies the (s, ao)- 
condition. Apply Theorem 4.1 s times to get subgroups Gj and prime sets 0, 
with 1 < i 6 s. We then have 
(1) G=G,~G,~ ... zG,, 
(2) O,EO, E ... CrY,, 
(3) lf~,J =i for O<i<s, 
(4) G, satisfies the (s, a,)-condition for 0 < i < s, and 
(5) Ip(Gi)-p(G,+,)-0~1 <2’(s-i) for O<i<s. 
Since G,s satisfies the (s, a,)-condition and Iu,\/ = s, it follows that 
P(G,~) c CJ~ and we have 
., -- I 
Ip( ,<s+ c 2’(s-i) 
I = 0 
as required. 
To obtain the second inequality, note that 
s- 1 
s+ 1 2’(s-i)<s 
i=O 
[I +;5;2l]=s2s. 1 
5. A REFINEMENT 
How close is the bound in Corollary 4.3 to the “right” answer? 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. For any positive integer s, there exists a solvable 
group G with s(G)=s and Ip( =2s. 
Proof: Let p and q be primes with q( (p’ - 1). Construct a group 
H = H(p, q) as the semidirect product H = E >Q C where E is nonabelian of 
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order p3, C is cycylic of order q and C acts nontrivially on E, centralizing 
Z(E). The group H(p, q) has irreducible character degrees 1, p and q. 
It is easy to see that we can construct s groups H(p,, qj) involving 2s dif- 
ferent primes. If G is their direct product, then s(G) = s and Ip(G)I = 2s. 1 
When s = 1, Corollary 4.3 gives Ip( < 2 which is best possible, but 
when s = 2, Corollary 4.3 only yields the bound Ip( < 6 while 
Proposition 5.1 gives an example with [p(G)1 = 4. In fact, a slight 
refinement of Theorem 4.1 is possible which yields the bound (p( G)( d 5 
when s(G)=2. We have been unable to find an example with Ip( = 5 
when s(G) = 2, however. 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. Assume the situation of‘ Theorem 4.1 bvith cs = $3. 
Then there exists N a<1 G such that 
(a) b(G) - p(N)1 6 1 and 
(b) N satisfies the (s, z)-condition with Ir/ = 1. 
By using 5.2 in place of the first application of 4.1 in the proof of 
Corollary 4.3, we obtain for s = s(G) > 1 that 
.I~ I 
Ip( <s + 1 + 1 2’(s - i), 
,=I 
and in particular, Ip( 6 5 when s = 2. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Assume G is a minimal counterexample. Let 
K 4 G be maximal such that G/K is nonabelian and let M/K = (G/K)’ so 
that M/K is a p-group. By Lemma 12.3 of [3], either G/K is a p-group or it 
is a Frobenius group with kernel M/K. In either case, choose NE G of 
prime index q with N 2 M. (Of course, we may have q =p.) Since 
P(G) -p(N) E i cd> conclusion (a) is satisfied and as G is a counterexam- 
ple, N does not satisfy the (s,{ p})-condition and there exists $ E Irr (N) 
with ldll/)- 1~11 >s- 1. This forces Ip( =s andp$p($) since .~(N)ds. 
Now suppose G/K is a p-group and let x E Irr (GIG). Then p(x) 2 p(lc/) 
and since s = s(G), we conclude that p(x) = p($) and so p 4 p(x) and xK is 
irreducible. Let fl E Irr (G/K) be nonlinear. Then fix E Irr (G) and since 
pIfl( l), this gives p(fix) > p(x) and hence Ip(flx)l > s, a contradiction. 
What remains is the case where G/K is a Frobenius group. Now N < G 
and so is not a counterexample to the proposition and hence there exists 
N, Ua N satisfying the (s, z)-condition for some singleton t and such that 
[p(N)-p(N,)I d 1. However, Ip(G)-p(N,)I > 1 and thus p(G)>p(N). 
Since p(G)-p(N) z {q}, this forces q$p(N) and in particular, q$p($). 
Let 8 be an irreducible constituent of $ M. Since p 4 p($), we have p [ d( 1) 
and so by Theorem 12.4 of [3], there exists x~Irr (G) with 
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x( 1) = O( 1) JG : MI. Since p($) - p(B) z x(N/M) s x(G/M), it follows that 
p(x) ?p(t,b). However, qEp(X) and so this containment is strict and 
/p(x)1 b s + 1. This contradiction completes the proof. [ 
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